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Unit Project Prep
Look ahead to pages XX-XX. In this unit project you

will analyze a sport or sports equipment by applying
the concepts of work, power, and energy. You could
investigate questions such as the following:

• How can skateboarders cause their boards to “jump”?
• What energy transformations are designed into 

hockey helmets for player protection?

The blue glow in the water around an operating
nuclear reactor creates an eerie, science 

fiction-like quality. No fiction is needed, however, 
to explain the blue glow, called Cerenkov radiation
in honour of Russian physicist, Pavel Cerenkov
(1904–1990). The glow can only be seen when
charged particles travel faster than the speed of light
in the medium in which they are moving. The glow
is seen around nuclear reactors because the products
of nuclear fission reactions emit highly energetic beta
particles. The fast-moving beta particles create a cone
of a very strong electric field. This cone is analogous
to the shock wave created by a  jet travelling faster
than the speed of sound in air (see Figure 9.19, 
page 393). As the cone of the electric field passes,
water molecules align in the field. After the electric
field has passed, the water molecules “snap back” 
or realign into their original orientation. When they
realign, the water molecules emit photons in the
blue and ultraviolet regions of the electromagnetic
spectrum. 

In this unit, you will learn about nuclear fission
reactions and why they release such enormous
amounts of energy. You will also discover why 
the products of the fission reaction are highly
radioactive. In addition, you will learn how nuclear
energy can be transformed into electric energy.

UNIT CONTENTS

CHAPTER 20 Radioactivity

CHAPTER 21 Nuclear Energy

At the end of this unit, you will have a chance to
examine the issues surrounding nuclear fission 
as a source of energy. You will compare them to
the issues surrounding traditional fuel sources,
such as coal. Go to your e-book for a preview of
the issues to keep in mind as you read this unit.
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